Experimental characterization of the folding kinetics of the notch ankyrin domain.
Proteins constructed from linear arrays of tandem repeats provide a simplified architecture for understanding protein folding. Here, we examine the folding kinetics of the ankyrin repeat domain from the Drosophila Notch receptor, which consists of six folded ankyrin modules and a seventh partly disordered N-terminal ankyrin repeat sequence. Both the refolding and unfolding kinetics are best described as a sum of two exponential phases. The slow, minor refolding phase is limited by prolyl isomerization in the denatured state (D). The minor unfolding phase, which appears as a lag during fluorescence-detected unfolding, is consistent with an on-pathway intermediate (I). This intermediate, although not directly detected during refolding, is shown to be populated by interrupted refolding experiments. When plotted against urea, the rate constants for the major unfolding and refolding phases define a single non-linear v-shaped chevron, as does the minor unfolding phase. These two chevrons, along with unfolding amplitudes, are well-fitted by a sequential three-state model, which yields rate constants for the individual steps in folding and unfolding. Based on these fitted parameters, the D to I step is rate-limiting, and closely matches the major observed refolding phase at low denaturant concentrations. I appears to be midway between N and D in folding free energy and denaturant sensitivity, but has Trp fluorescence properties close to N. Although the Notch ankyrin domain has a simple architecture, folding is slow, with the limiting refolding rate constant as much as seven orders of magnitude smaller than expected from topological predictions.